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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
5.2 Blower-less Measuring Device

*1 : This part should be selected when changing the measuring length.
*2 : The feed roller spring should be changed according to the conditions for the optimum nipping force and

service life.

Other than above

Weft yarn 420 d or above
Part No. : — Identification mark: White

Picking rate 1800 m/min

Weft yarn 420 d or less
Part No. : — Identification mark: None

Picking rate 1800 m/min or less

Pin solenoid

Measuring 
band

Release lever

Measuring timing belt

Counter shaft pulley

Main timing belt

Lower tenser roller

Upper tenser roller

Measuring roller

*1 Measuring
pulley

*2 Feed roller spring

Feed roller
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5.2  Blower-less Measuring Device
5.2.1 Setting the Measuring Length
[ 1 ] Calculating the Measuring Length
Calculate the weft length required for one pick by the following equation.

L = ( L0 + D ) × α..................  Expression 1

L0 + D = ..........................  Expression 2

where L : Measuring length (mm)

L0 : Reed drawing-in width (mm)

D : Surplus weft end length to be caught by CC yarns (mm) This part is also called “remaining
yarn”. The surplus length is usually 80 to 90 mm.

α : Expansion factor to correct the measuring length by the yarn elongation, etc., ranging from
96 to 104%.
Even if the weft yarn is the same, the expansion factor varies with the raw yarn manufac-
turer, loom rpm, and weaving width. Therefore, check the check the actual measuring
length by trial running, and record the expansion factor.

NOTE: The measuring pulley and measuring roller suitable for the measuring length calculated by the equa-
tion “1” is selected from [ 5 ] “Table of Measuring Length”. 

[ 2 ] How to Obtain the Expansion Factor (α)
The expansion factor (α) necessary for determining the measuring yarn length is obtained by the following
equation.

Expansion factor (α) = 

where Actually measured length: Actual yarn length inserted for one pick.

Theoretical measuring length: Select from [ 5 ] “Table of Measuring Length”.

NOTE: The theoretical measuring length is the length calculated excluding the yarn stretch or shrinkage
which occurs actually when being measured. (α depends upon weaving conditions.)

If the expansion factor (α) is obtained in this way and recorded for each weaving case beforehand, it is easy to
determine the measuring pulley.

L
α

Actually measured length
Theoretical measuring length
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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
[ 3 ] Example of Calculating the Combination of a Measuring Pulley and Measuring Rollers
This section describes how to select a measuring pulley and measuring rollers for weaving under the following
conditions:

From the expansion factor (α) obtained in [ 2 ] and [ 5 ] “Table of Measuring Length”:

(1) The expansion factor (α) =  =  0.98 is assumed.

(2) Obtain requested yarn length necessary for one pick.

Requested length = 1,350 + 80 = 1,430 (mm)

(3) Obtain the corrected measuring length.

Corrected measuring length =  = 1,459.2 (mm)

(4) From the [ 5 ] “Table of Measuring Length”, obtain the combination of the measuring pulley and measur-
ing roller closest to the corrected measuring length.
The combination is 46T measuring pulley and smaller diameter side (1,464 mm) of measuring roller A.

1 Machine rpm 900 rpm
2 Weft type Nylon 70d-17f, Spinning speed 4,500 m/min
3 Reed drawing-in width 1,350 mm
4 Remaining yarn length 80 mm

Actually weasured length
1,350 + 80 mm

1,430
0.98
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5.2  Blower-less Measuring Device
[ 4 ] How to Replace the Measuring 
Pulley and the Measuring Rollers

[ 4.1 ] Replace Only the Measuring Rollers 
(Switch the Measuring Roller A and the 
Measuring Roller B with Each Other or 
the Larger- and Smaller-diameter Sides 
of a Measuring Roller)

(1) Remove the locking bolts 1 securing the mea-
suring rollers.

(2) Switch the measuring rollers with each other.

(3) Secure the measuring rollers with the locking
bolts 1.

NOTE: The further side of the measuring rollers
when mounted is the side to be used.

[ 4.2 ] Replacing the Measuring Pulley

(1) Remove the locking bolts 1 securing the mea-
suring rollers.

(2) Remove the measuring pulley securing studs
2.

(3) Loosen the locking bolts 3 and 4 securing the
upper tenser arm and the tenser bolt 5, and
remove the measuring timing belt.

(4) Replace the measuring pulley.

• Install the pulley remover on the measuring
pulley and fix by the tightening bolt 1.

• Rotate the handle for tightening to remove the
measuring pulley.

(5) Mount the measuring pulley by following the
above steps in the reverse order.

NOTE: 

1) First tighten the upper tenser arm locking bolt
3, then the locking bolt 4.

2) See [ 6 ] “Adjusting the Tension of the Timing
Belt” for the tension of the measuring timing
belt.

3) After the replacement of the measuring rollers
and the measuring pulley, adjust the position
of the winding arm.

4) Tighten bolt 2 to a torque of 4 N·m (40 kg·cm).

5) After measuring roller replacement, be sure to
grease the measuring roller bearing (at grease
nipple no.2 in the figure at left). 
Since the roller rpm is high, insufficient grease
may damage the bearing to make the loom
immovable by manual rotation.

Timing belt

435

2

1

Measuring pulley
Side using a roller

 Turned over

(Smaller-diameter 
side used)

Measuring roller A
(larger-diameter 
side used)

Measuring roller B

Bolt 1

Pulley remover
(W8211-04010-00)

Handle
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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
[ 5 ] Table of Measuring Length
4-time winding

Counter shaft pulley: 80T (W3280-47010)
Measuring pulley belt: 687L (72202-68701)

The asterisks (✽✽) in the measuring pulley model number mean the number of teeth.

5-time winding

Counter shaft pulley: 100T (W3280-48010)
Measuring pulley belt: 720L (72202-72001)

The asterisks (✽✽) in the measuring pulley model number mean the number of teeth.

Number of measuring 
pulley teeth

(W3280-53✽✽0)

Measuring roller A Measuring roller B
Measuring 

band 
graduations

Measurable length (mm) Measurable length (mm)
Smaller-diameter 

side
ø67

Larger-diameter 
side

ø67.7

Smaller-diameter 
side

ø67.35

Larger-diameter 
side

ø68.05
57 1181 1194 1187 1200 Up to –1
56 1202 1215 1209 1221 –1 to 0
55 1224 1237 1231 1243 0 to 1
54 1247 1260 1253 1266 1 to 2
53 1270 1284 1277 1290 3 to 4
52 1295 1308 1302 1315 4 to 5
51 1320 1334 1327 1341 5
50 1347 1361 1354 1368 5 to 6
49 1374 1388 1381 1396 7 to 8
48 1403 1417 1410 1425 8 to 9
47 1433 1447 1440 1455 10 to 11
46 1464 1479 1471 1487 11 to 12
45 1496 1512 1504 1520 13 to 14
44 1530 1546 1538 1554 14 to 15
43 1566 1582 1574 1590 16 to 17
42 1603 1620 1611 1628 17 to 18

Number of measuring 
pulley teeth

(W3280-53✽✽0)

Measuring roller A Measuring roller B
Measuring 

band 
graduations

Measurable length (mm) Measurable length (mm)
Smaller-diameter 

side
ø67

Larger-diameter 
side

ø67.7

Smaller-diameter 
side

ø67.35

Larger-diameter 
side

ø68.05
57 1476 1492 1484 1500 Up to –1
56 1503 1519 1511 1526 –1 to 0
55 1530 1546 1538 1554 0 to 1
54 1559 1575 1567 1583 1 to 2
53 1588 1605 1596 1613 3 to 4
52 1618 1635 1627 1644 4 to 5
51 1650 1667 1659 1676 5
50 1683 1701 1692 1710 5 to 6
49 1718 1736 1727 1744 7 to 8
48 1753 1772 1763 1781 8 to 9
47 1791 1809 1800 1819 10 to 11
46 1830 1849 1839 1858 11 to 12
45 1870 1890 1880 1900 13 to 14
44 1913 1933 1923 1943 14 to 15
43 1957 1978 1967 1988 16 to 17
42 2004 2025 2014 2035 17 to 18
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5.2  Blower-less Measuring Device
6-time winding

Counter shaft pulley: 120T (W3280-52010)
Measuring pulley belt: 750L (72202-75001)

The asterisks (✽✽) in the measuring pulley model number mean the number of teeth.

7-time winding

Counter shaft pulley: 112T (W3280-54010-00)
Measuring pulley belt: 741L (72202-74101-00)

The asterisks (✽✽) in the measuring pulley model number mean the number of teeth.

Number of measuring 
pulley teeth

(W3280-53✽✽0)

Measuring roller A
 (W3280-50010) 

Measuring roller B
(W3280-51010) Measuring 

band 
graduationsSmaller-diameter 

side
Larger-diameter 

side
Smaller-diameter 

side
Larger-diameter 

side
57 1772 1790 1781 1800 Up to –1
56 1803 1822 1813 1832 –1 to 0
55 1836 1855 1846 1865 0 to 1
54 1870 1890 1880 1900 1 to 2
53 1906 1925 1915 1935 3 to 4
52 1942 1962 1952 1973 4 to 5
51 1980 2001 1991 2011 5
50 2020 2041 2030 2052 5 to 6
49 2061 2083 2072 2093 7 to 8
48 2104 2126 2115 2137 8 to 9
47 2149 2171 2160 2182 10 to 11
46 2195 2218 2207 2230 11 to 12
45 2244 2268 2256 2279 13 to 14
44 2295 2319 2307 2331 14 to 15
43 2349 2373 2361 2385 16 to 17
42 2405 2430 2417 2442 17 to 18

Number of measuring 
pulley teeth

(W3280-53✽✽0)

Measuring roller A
 (W3280-50010) 

Measuring roller B
(W3280-51010) Measuring 

band 
graduationsSmaller-diameter 

side
Larger-diameter 

side
Smaller-diameter 

side
Larger-diameter 

side
57 2068 2090 2079 2100 Up to –1
56 2105 2127 2116 2138 –1 to 0
55 2143 2166 2154 2177 0 to 1
54 2183 2206 2194 2217 1 to 2
53 2224 2247 2236 2259 3 to 4
52 2267 2290 2279 2302 4 to 5
51 2311 2335 2323 2347 5
50 2357 2382 2370 2394 5 to 6
49 2406 2431 2418 2443 7 to 8
48 2456 2481 2469 2494 8 to 9
47 2508 2534 2521 2547 10 to 11
46 2562 2589 2576 2603 11 to 12
45 2619 2647 2633 2660 13 to 14
44 2679 2707 2693 2721 14 to 15
43 2741 2770 2756 2784 16 to 17
42 2806 2836 2821 2850 17 to 18
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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
[ 6 ] Adjusting the Tension of the Timing 
Belt

[ 6.1 ] Timing Belt Tension Adjustment 
Standard

Excessive tension will cause cut belt and shorten
the bearing life while an insufficient tension will
cause belt tooth skipping that may lead to machine
timing error or worsened machine availability.
Set as follows for timing belt tension control.

(1) For replacement with a new belt: 
Adjust to the initial tension described below.

(2) For reinstallation after belt removal for mainte-
nance, etc.: 
Set the belt tension to the same level as
before removal. 
Check the timing belt tension with a belt ten-
sion meter before belt removal, and keep the
belt tension within that level. 
Never set at the initial setting tension because
it may cause an over-tension leading to cut-
ting.

NOTE: Avoid simple tensioning at the time of
maintenance.

With regard to the environment around the
belt, carefully avoid handling of water, oil,
chemicals, powder or paint to prevent the belt
from being stained by them.

(3) Belt tension setting

Belt tension meter
(76201-00003)

5 mm

1

4

2

6
75

3

Part No. Place used Pushing 
force

Flexture 
(mm)

72202-✽✽✽✽✽

(25 mm wide)
Measuring 
timing belt 1

20 to 30 N
(2 to 3 kgf)

Approx.
5 mm

72202-84001-✽✽

(40 mm wide, 
4 to 6-time winding)

or
72202-93501-✽✽

(40 mm wide, 
7-time winding)

Main timing 
belt 2

40 to 50 N
(4 to 5 kgf)

Approx.
5 mm
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5.2  Blower-less Measuring Device
[ 6.2 ] Tension Adjustment Procedure for 
Length Measuring Timing Belt

(1) Loosen upper tensor arm tightening bolts 3
and 4.

(2) Turn the tenser bolt 5 to give the timing belt
tension.
Adjust the length measuring timing belt to the
above adjustment standard value while push-
ing the center of the belt A with a belt tension
meter.

(3) First tighten the upper tenser arm locking bolt
3, then the locking bolt 4.

[ 6.3 ] Main Timing Belt Tension Adjustment 
Procedure

(1) Loosen the locking bolt 6 securing the lower
tenser arm.

(2) Turn tensor bolt 7 to increase the belt tension.
Adjust the belt tension by pushing the center
of the length measuring timing belt B strongly
with a force of 40 to 50 N (4 to 5 kgf) so that
the belt will slack approximately 5 mm.

(3) Tighten the lower tenser locking bolt 6.

Belt tension meter
(76201-00003)

5 mm

1

4

2

6
75

3

A

B
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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
5.2.2 Blower-less Unit
[ 1 ] Adjusting of Traverse
(1) If the weft is measured at a certain widthwise position of the feed roller, only the contact portion of the

feed roller will wear out, causing uneven measuring. To solve this trouble, a traversing yarn guide mech-
anism is adopted. When the eccentric cam attached to the take-up counter gear rotates, the traverse
cable is pulled or returned, giving the traverse lever yarn guide 8 mm traversing over the center of the
feed roller.

(2) As the eccentric cam (for reed damage prevention) equipped on the side of the surface roller shaft
rotates, the traverse lever yarn guide is pulled and reciprocates.

(3) Adjust the length of the traverse cable so that the traverse lever yarn guide is positioned at 3 mm from
the edge of the feed roller when the cam roller is in the bottom position (marked position).

(4) Confirm that the traverse lever yarn guide is engaged with the feed roller when the cam roller is at the top
of the traverse cam.

Feed roller

Measuring roller

Yarn guide

Cam
Traverse cable

Cam roller

Cam bottom 
(Hole position)
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5.2  Blower-less Measuring Device
[ 2 ] Adjusting the Position of the 
Winding Arm

(1) Adjust the timing of the loom to the departure
end angle.

(2) Loosen the mounting bolt 1 securing the
counter shaft pulley.

(3) Turn the counter shaft pulley to align the posi-
tion of the winding arm 2 with that of the sole-
noid pin 3, and tighten the bolt 1.

Counter shaft 
pulley

2

1

3
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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
[ 3 ] Adjusting the Measuring Band and 
the Solenoid Pin

(1) Loosen the locking bolt 1 securing the mea-
suring band, and adjust the bottom of the
measuring bands 2 to the scale 3.

(2) Set the graduation of the scale (3) according
to [ 5 ] “Table of Measuring Length”.

(3) Adjust the four measuring bands 2 so that all
of them will be positioned at the same dis-
tance from the center of the band holder 4.
Tighten the locking bolt 1 to a torque of 2 N·m
(20 kg·cm) by torque wrench (torque wrench:
77105-00006, socket: 77105-00007)

NOTE: Since measuring band 2 is made of
ceramic, it will be broken if tightened to
beyond  the  spec i f i ed  to rque  (2 N ·m
(20 kg·cm)).
Carefully handle it so as not to apply a strong
impact.

(4) Set the clearance between the measuring
band 2 and the solenoid pin 5 with an elec-
tro-magnetic pin gauge (J8211-02011-00) to
0.7 mm, and tighten the pin height adjusting
bolt 6.

(5) Fine-adjusting the position of the measuring
band.
Adjust the position of the measuring band as
follows:

When the yarn behaves wild at yarn guide on
the weft insertion side

→ Increase the band locking diameter
(increase the reading on the scale).

When the cloth causes weft nodes, breakage,
etc.

→ Reduce the band locking diameter
(reduce the reading on the scale).

Solenoid pin 5

Measuring band 2

0.
7

6

5

4 1
2

3
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5.2  Blower-less Measuring Device
[ 4 ] Application of the Measuring Band 
Adjustment Position to Other 
Looms

Method for applying the measuring band
position adjusted in step [ 3 ] to other looms

(1) Remove the solenoid pin.

(2) Install the measuring band tool 2
(W8211-01010-00) on the band holder.

(3) Attach the butterfly bolt 4 (82302-00612) to
the measuring band tool 2 with the indicator 3
(W8211-02010-00) in contact with the outer
surface of the measuring band 1.

(4) Remove the measuring bad tool 2 together
with the indicator 3 and butterfly bolt 4.

(5) Remove the solenoid pin from the loom
desired to be set, and loosen the measuring
band.

(6) Install the measuring band tool assembly
removed in step (4) on the band holder.

(7) Temporarily tighten with a hexagonal bar
wrench with the measuring band outer surface
in contact with the indicator 3.

(8) Us e a torque wrench and tighten to a torque
of 2 N·m (20 kg·cm).

NOTE: Since measuring band 1 is made of
ceramic, it will be broken if tightened to
beyond  the  spec i f i ed  to rque  (2 N·m
(20 kg·cm)).
Carefully handle it so as not to apply a strong
impact.

Indicator 3Measuring band 1

Butterfly bolt 4Measuring band tool 2

Hexagonal bar wrench3

Torque wrench 77105-00006
Socket 77105-00007
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5.  WEFT INSERTING • MEASURING MOTION
5.2.3 Maintenance
[ 1 ] Maintenance at Warp-out
(1) Warp-out inspection

(2) Warp-out cleaning

No. Item Content
1 Measuring band • Are there any scratches on the band ?
2 Measuring timing belt • Is the belt tension correct ?

Main timing belt • Isn’t the belt crocked or damaged ?
3 Feed roller section • Is there any worn out yarn way ?
4 Gripper • Is the gripper opening clearance correct ?
5 Traverse wire and cam • Is the traverse amount correct ?

• Are there any scratches on traverse wire ?
6 Measuring pulley • Is there any slack in the measuring pulley ?
7 Yarn guides from package to nozzle • Are there any scratches or damage ?
8 Winding arm • Is the rotary yarn guide damaged ?

No. Item Content

1 Measuring band? Remove monomer from the drum. 
(Wiping with a damp cloth is permissible.)

2 Gripper disk Remove monomer from the disk clearance.
3 Yarn guides from package to nozzle Remove monomer from the yarn guides.
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